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Abstract 

Problem gambling is a public health concern in Sweden. The issue is complex, 

and different approaches to handle problem gambling behaviour exists. One is 

self-help groups for problem gambling, but studies remain scarce and are 

relatively old. This study aims to explore organisers’ descriptions and experiences 

of the arrangement, and work process with, non-online self-help group meetings 

for problem gamblers. Using semi-structured interviews, seven organisers for self-

help meetings were interviewed online. Interview data was analysed using an 

inductive approach, supported by manifest analysis. The analysis resulted in two 

categories, The Group Meeting and The Leadership Role. Six sub-categories came 

to be, with The Preparations, The Participants, and The Proceedings representing 

the former category, and Leader Background, Leader Behaviour, and Leader 

Benefits the latter. 

The results showed the meetings’ introductory phase consisting of an 

introduction, rules, and guidelines, with the main component of the meeting 

dedicated to conversation amongst the meeting participants. Furthermore, the 

meeting participants control the content of the meetings, with the leaders taking a 

step back. Complexities arise concerning some leaders’ having specialised 

education, despite stating that the meetings are not a form of professional 

treatment, and the management of difficult topics. The meetings are stated to 

perform their target goal of helping people with problem gambling issues, with 

suggestions being given to develop the meetings. This study has provided a new 

baseline for studies concerning non-online self-help group meetings for problem 

gamblers, which can be used as a basis for new studies in the problem gambling 

field. 
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1. Background 
Problem gambling, a state where gambling behaviour causes notable problems for the user 

(APA, 2018), is a public health concern, with around 350 million people in the world 

exhibiting such behavioural patterns. In Sweden, problem gambling is confined under 

target area 6, health behaviour, as a part of the country’s national public health policy. 

This includes a national goal to reduce the harmful effects of problem gambling 

(Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2020). As of 2018, problem gambling is included in the Swedish 

Social Services Act (SoL), and the Health and Medical Services Act (HSL). Therefore, 

municipalities and regions in Sweden have an explicit responsibility to prevent problem 

gambling, alongside providing advice, support, and treatment for people with problem 

gambling behaviour (Prop. 2016/17:85). 

 

The Swedish longitudinal gambling study, Swelogs (2019), estimates that 2.9% of the 

Swedish population have some problem gambling risk, with 0.7% exhibiting an increased 

risk. Swelogs most recent study have not yet been fully published, but some details are 

available (Swelogs, 2022). The study indicates that the problem gambling incidence in 

Sweden has remained mostly the same since the 2018 survey, with the exception of a 

notable increase in online gambling. While the study highlights that minors aged 16-17 are 

gambling despite age restrictions, problem gambling persists regardless of age (Zendle, 

Meyer, & Over, 2019). Furthermore, Swelogs’ (2009) earlier eleven year follow-up study, 

between 1998-2009, showed that those with gambling problems during the initial study 

had worse issues following the eleven year gap. A later update (Abbott, Romild & 

Volberg, 2017) indicates that problem gambling relapse may be higher than estimated. 

 

Problem gambling is a multifaceted problem due to relatives to the problem gambler also 

being affected (Goodwin et al., 2017), including 10% of Swedish minors aged 16-17 being 

seen as problem gambler relatives (Swelogs, 2022). While the prevalence of problem 

gambling did not change during the COVID-19 pandemic, it did bring approximately 

25,000 new problem gamblers, while a roughly equal quantity had problem gambling 

issues lessened (Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2021). The Public Health Agency of Sweden finds 

problem gambling prevention to be urgently required, being associated with alcohol 

problems, mental unhealth, and suicide (Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2020). Notably, the 

suicide mortality rate for problem gamblers in Sweden is 15 times higher than the general 

population (Karlsson & Håkansson, 2018). 

 

Furthermore, gambling and video gaming have grown closer as a result of the Internet 

(World Health Organisation, 2021), with loot boxes allowing the gap between video 

gaming and gambling to be blurred. Combined have these increased the risk of a younger 

audience acquiring problem gambling behaviour (Zendle, Meyer, & Over, 2019). Taking 

all of this into account, the complexity of problem gambling behaviour requires different 

approaches to manage it. 

 

Many different approaches do exist for tackling problem gambling behaviour. Well 

documented ones are Acceptance and Commitment Therapy (ACT), Cognitive 

Behavioural Therapy (CBT), Dialectical Behavioural Therapy, Metacognitive Therapy, 

Mindfulness, Motivational Interviewing (MI), Self-management Strategies, and more 

(McIntosh & O´Neill, 2017; Matheson et al., 2019). These approaches are focused on 

individual forms of treatment. 
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While research has focused on the aforementioned individual approaches, the efficacy of 

the various approaches is subject to debate. A meta-analysis on CBT showed inconclusive 

long-term positives, with therapy being a likely necessity for problem gambling that has 

developed into something more pathological. Another study showed that a mixed approach 

of CBT and MI may yield promising results (Petry et al., 2017), but evidence for MI as an 

individual method for problem gamblers is lacking (Maynard et al., 2015; Petry et al., 

2017). Furthermore, stigma is cited as a big barrier to get problem gamblers to seek help 

(Matheson et al., 2019), which implies that utilising approaches, and methods, that 

alleviate stigma can be an appropriate way forward. 

 

One such potential method is peer support, defined as “a system of giving and receiving 

help founded on key principles of respect, shared responsibility, and mutual agreement of 

what is helpful […] [i]t is about understanding another’s situation empathically through the 

shared experiences of emotional and psychological pain” (Mead, Hilton, & Curtis, 2001, p. 

135). Peer support functions as a form of using people as a health resource for others, 

which is also outlined in the Ottawa Charter (World Health Organisation, 1986) as a core 

commitment in health promotion. 

 

One way to approach this is via non-online peer support group meetings, sometimes also 

referred to as self-help groups (Binde, 2011b). Studies have shown that self-help groups 

help problem gamblers understand that their problems are shared with others, and that they 

can converse with others about their experiences, and problems, with people that have 

first-hand experience with them. Furthermore, trust is built amongst the participants to 

share their stories, and to support each other in the rehabilitation process (Binde, 2011b). 

Therefore, by sharing experiences, or look for solutions to their problems, self-help groups 

seem to have potential to be helpful for problem gamblers. 

 

Binde (2011a; 2011b) has highlighted two self-help group examples in Sweden. The 

former study showcases the development of a self-help group, with emphasis on problem 

gamblers aged 17-25, while portraying the preparations and proceedings of the meetings 

(Binde, 2011a). The latter study goes in-depth to describe the proceedings of a similar self-

help group, conducted via observing the group’s meetings in action. A meeting is 

emphasised to, for example, involve the participants’ telling their stories as it relates to 

problem gambling, while highlighting the emotional and social support given to the 

problem gamblers (Binde, 2011b). However, a decade has passed since Binde’s (2011a; 

2011b) studies were conducted, and self-help groups are present throughout Sweden. More 

recently, in neighbouring Norway, Syvertsen et al. (2020) studied participants in a problem 

gambling self-help group. The study showcased many positive benefits for the participants 

in the self-help group. However, the research field remains underexplored, as most of the 

studies are either confined to North America (Syvertsen et al., 2020), or on Gamblers 

Anonymous, which has struggled to gain a foothold in Sweden (Binde, 2011b). 

 

Since studies on self-help groups for problem gambling remain scarce, justifications exist 

for further studies into this mostly unexplored topic, which leads to multiple viable options 

for pursuing it. However, an arena is necessary for a self-help group to operate, alongside 

what transpires in that arena, and importantly those who organise and manage those self-

help groups. As a result, this study’s purpose wishes to start with the self-help arena. By 

doing so it will investigate different aspects of organisers’ arrangement, and work process 

with, self-help group meetings for problem gamblers. 
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2. Aim 
The aim of this study is to explore organisers’ descriptions and experiences of the 

arrangement, and work process with, non-online self-help group meetings for problem 

gamblers. 

 

3. Method 
Individual semi-structured interviews with organisers for non-online self-help group 

meetings for problem gamblers was used to conduct this study. By virtue of interviews 

being appropriate for understanding the world that the participants perceive, this 

qualitative approach was deemed well suited for approaching the study’s aim. 

Furthermore, the study used a pragmatic approach, meaning that the result is intended to be 

useful in practice. This combination is advantageous when the most important factor is the 

problem of the study, problem gambling behaviour, alongside understanding the problem 

so that practical improvements can be made to the problem area (Creswell & Poth, 2018). 

Since this study was intended to help fill a knowledge gap, and mayhap aid developments 

of new forms of problem gambling treatment, the pragmatic perspective offer the best tools 

to reach this goal. 

 

3.1 Study Participants 
Selection of study participants was conducted via the Swedish Gambling Authority’s list of 

self-help groups; the website lists two major organisations acting in Sweden 

(Spelinspektionen, n.d.) which combined manage 32 local associations. In late September 

2021, the major organisations, and local associations that were able to be contacted, were 

reached out to via email; this email outlined the core fundamentals of the study. This was 

also conducted to see if organisers were willing to partake in the study as participants. 

Some local associations were excluded due to being inactive as a result of the COVID-19 

pandemic. 

 

Following this, a letter of information was forwarded to the manager of each organisation 

and/or local association to acquire their consent (Appendix 1), alongside a letter of consent 

to the organiser to agree to partake in the study (Appendix 2). After an interview was 

conducted some study participants were asked if they knew of similar organisations, or had 

other organisers at their organisation that may be willing to participate in the study. Nine 

people accepted participation in the study, but unfortunately two late dropouts from two 

different local associations were present. Of the final seven participations four were full-

time employees, and three were volunteers, together representing four different local 

associations. 

 

3.2 Data Collection 
The interviews were conducted online via Zoom during November and December 2021 at 

an appointed time based on the request of the participant. Furthermore, the interviews were 

recorded via Zoom, with the mandatory video recording being deleted immediately 

following the interview since only the audio recording was necessary. The first interview 

was used as a test to see if the interview guide needed adjustments. As the material was 

found to be of good quality, it was incorporated into the study’s data material, and no 

interview data was unnecessarily discarded (Creswell & Poth, 2018; Trost, 2010), while a 

slight adjustment was made to the interview guide (Appendix 3). 
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Except for the study’s aim, the participants were unaware of any specific questions that 

were going to be asked during the interview. This factor was not considered prior to the 

study, but was brought forward when a participant asked if they could see the questions 

beforehand to prepare for the interview. Since other interviews had already been conducted 

at that point, the request was denied due to a desire to ensure that each participant was 

equally prepared going into the interview. 

 

Each interview began with a brief introduction, followed by reaffirming that the participant 

consent to partake in the study. The interview then began with the participant being asked 

some basic background questions to acquire some familiarity. Following this, the subject 

matter changed to the organisation and/or local association, its group meetings, and 

problem gambling. Questions touched upon the proceedings of the meetings, themes that 

were discussed, the participants’ position, the leader’s role and experiences, and the impact 

of the COVID-19 pandemic on the self-help meetings. 

 

Finally, each interview ended by asking the participant how they feel right now, to ensure 

that no distress or harm was caused by the interview. In addition, the participant was asked 

if they desired a copy of the interview transcript, so that they could make potential 

adjustments if they so desired, and/or a copy of the finalised study. If a copy of the 

interview transcript was requested it was emailed to them after the transcription was 

finished and proofread. Four participants requested a copy of the interview transcript, with 

none of them requesting any changes to the transcripts. All seven participants requested a 

copy of the finalised study. The recorded and transcribed data was kept in a folder on 

Kristianstad University’s cloud server, which only the data collector had access to. 

 

3.3 Analysis 
An inductive approach was utilised for this study, starting with obtaining the data, and then 

theorising about the acquired data (Creswell & Poth, 2018). Following each interview, the 

interview was transcribed non-verbatim to ensure easy readability. Emphasises was on 

what was said, and not how it was said. As the primary form of analysis for the study was 

manifest analysis, how the participant conveyed their words was not a necessity 

(Graneheim & Lundman, 2004). 

 

The inductive approach started with the identification of meaning units, which were related 

to the study’s aim, being extracted from the transcribed interview data, and coded into 

messages that explained the meaning unit. Since the interviews were done in Swedish, all 

meaning units were translated into English by DeepL Translator, with proofreading by the 

analyser. Each meaning unit ended with a code number from [1] to [7], with each 

corresponding to a specific participant. The code number was assigned by random.org to 

ensure an unbiased order for the participants, alongside reinforcing participant 

confidentiality. While meaning units were acquired, categories and sub-categories for the 

meaning units were made simultaneously throughout the analysis process. Table 1 

illustrates an example of the analysis process. 
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Table 1: Examples of the analysis. 

Meaning unit Code Sub-categories Category 
We were up at maybe 20-30 every 

meeting, and we had meetings 

Tuesdays and Thursdays. Today we 

are around 15-20 people [3]. 

Fewer people come than 

before the pandemic 

The Participants The Group Meeting 

If there are new people there then 

some of us who have been there for a 

while introduce ourselves and tell our 

story [1]. 

Let others introduce 

themselves before 

newcomers 

Leader Behaviour The Leadership Role 

 

3.4 Ethical Considerations 
Prior to the study an ethical application was submitted to, and approved by, Kristianstad 

University’s Health Science Ethics Council. The study then followed the four ethical 

principles of scientific research, as outlined by the Swedish Research Council 

(Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). These four principles are (1) the information requirement, (2) the 

consent requirement, (3) the confidentiality requirement, and (4) the utilisation 

requirement. Upholding the (1) information requirement was done by contacting the 

organisations two months before any interview took place, and that participants were 

informed of the voluntary and confidential nature of the study. Freely and willingly 

choosing to partake in the study upholds the (2) consent requirement. Furthermore, the 

confidentiality of the data, alongside the recorded interview and transcribed document, 

only being accessed by the data collector ensures the (3) confidentiality requirement was 

maintained, further supported by the removal of personal data, and randomisation of code 

numbers for the transcribed data. The (4) utilisation requirement was upheld as the data 

was, and will only, be used for the study’s aim and the purpose of the master’s thesis, and 

was made available to the participants who desired it. 

 

As the topic concerned problem gambling, and all participants were former problem 

gamblers or relatives of such, a risk existed that they could have been triggered by the 

topics discussed. However, as the study focused on the work related to the group meetings, 

and not problem gambling itself, the risk was deemed minor. On the other hand, the 

wishful benefit of the study was the hope that it would lead to improved knowledge and 

practice for treating problem gambling behaviour. 

 

4. Results 
The data analysis resulted in the theme Organising of self-help group meetings for problem 

gamblers, divided into two categories: (1) The Group Meeting and (2) The Leadership 

Role. These two are represented by their respective sub-categories, all summarised by the 

aforementioned theme (Table 2). In the “Results” and “Result Discussion” sections, the 

term “leader” is used to refer to the participants of the study, with a number, for example 

[4], referring to a specific leader. Furthermore, “participants” refers to the participants in 

the self-help meetings when referred to in the “Results” and “Result Discussion” sections. 

 
Table 2: An overview of the result’s theme, categories, and their respective sub-categories. 

Theme Organising of self-help group meetings for problem gamblers 

Category The Group Meeting  The Leadership Role 
Sub-category The Preparations 

The Participants 

The Proceedings 

Leader Background 

Leader Behaviour 

Leader Benefits 
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4.1 The Group Meeting 
The category The Group Meeting consists of three sub-categories, which together 

describes different aspects of self-help group meetings. The first sub-category, The 

Preparations, specifies events that occur before a group meeting starts, alongside invested 

time. Next, the second sub-category, The Participants, describes the participants that 

partake in the group meeting. Finally, the third sub-category, The Proceedings, shows what 

transpires during the group meeting for the leaders and the participants. 

 

4.1.1 The Preparations 

The leaders described that those employed work full-time with topics outside of the 

meetings, such as answering phone calls from problem gamblers and relatives, organising 

lectures about problem gambling, and managing the organisation’s finances. Meanwhile, 

volunteers invest a few hours per week focusing on the meetings. The phone calls function 

as a way to introduce participants to the meetings, and becomes a part of the preparations 

to estimate how many participants will partake in the meetings. These meetings occur from 

between twice per week to once every other week, depending on the association and time 

of the year, and some leaders remind the participants beforehand about upcoming meetings 

via either social media or text messages. 

We’ve a meeting every week on Thursdays. Sometimes it can be every other week, 

like during summer for example [6]. 

To prepare for a meeting the leaders arrive before the meeting starts. This is to make sure 

that there are enough leaders present for the meeting, with the quantity depending on how 

many participants are present, and in case participants arrive early. The area is cleaned, and 

food and alcohol-free drinks are prepared to be ready in time for the meeting. While some 

of the leaders emphasised matters to prepare beforehand, others did not think there was 

anything noteworthy to do before a meeting. The leaders’ preparations varied. 

I’m there 45 minutes before they [the participants] start to show up, so I’m there in 

good time if someone comes a bit early. Making coffee and such can take a while [1]. 

4.1.2 The Participants 

The leaders emphasise that the participants are the reason the meetings exist, and the most 

important focus of the meetings. Participant quantity in the meetings vary between the 

associations, but also from meeting to meeting. Since the meetings are voluntary, the 

participants are not forced to partake in all of them, and can instead pick and choose as 

they wish. This leads to different group compositions from meeting to meeting. 

It could be that you come on a Tuesday, but not the next, and then the group is 

different [3]. 

Furthermore, being meetings for problem gamblers, they represent the majority of the 

participants. Anyone is welcome at the meetings, as long as you are at least 18 years of 

age, and people across many different social groups are present at the meetings. 

 

We tend to joke a bit that gambling addiction is a cosy, democratic disease. It makes 

no great difference between occupation, gender and stuff like that. What you can see 

is that among the youth it’s mostly guys [4]. 
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While more men than women frequent the meetings, women are becoming increasingly 

more common in the meetings according to the leaders. This has been a steady growth over 

the past couple of years. 

It’s primary men who seek help, but we’ve some women as well, and they’ve been 

coming the past few years and become more common [6]. 

Other participants include the problem gamblers’ relatives, represented by family members 

or significant others. The relatives come to the meetings for three primary reasons. They 

either come together with their problem gambler, they come because they think they know 

someone who is a problem gambler, or they come because they need help in managing 

their life as a relative to a problem gambler. 

Relatives come because they’re concerned for their close ones that they worry could 

be problem gamblers, or they come there together with the problem gambler [7]. 

While not the general priority of the meetings, people with other problems deemed similar 

to problem gambling are also welcome at the meetings. These problems relate to the likes 

of video games and screen usage, which lack the same classification as problem gambling. 

We also accept people with gaming addiction, purchase addiction, Facebook 

addiction… [2]. 

Importantly, the leaders report a notable drop in participants following the COVID-19 

pandemic. While this has affected participants as a cohesive group, the leaders find 

relatives to have been more affected, and uncertainties are present over why. In addition, in 

some associations none of the pre-pandemic participants remained when the meetings 

resumed after they were forced to go online as a result of the pandemic. 

We have lost players who for various reasons don’t come because of the pandemic. 

We have also lost a specific group, the relatives [2]. 

4.1.3 The Proceedings 

The leaders describe a meeting’s introduction as beginning at an appointed time, with all 

participants gathering together for an introduction. First a leader greets everyone welcome 

and introduces themselves, after which a leader goes through the rules and code of conduct 

of the meeting. If there are any upcoming events that are taking place then that information 

is also provided. Following this, the participants introduce themselves, upon which the 

meeting begins. New participants introduce themselves after the regulars. 

When the meeting starts I greet everyone welcome, introduce myself again, and go 

through our code of conduct [1]. 

Explaining the rules and code of conduct is deemed highly important by the leaders. Rules 

are explained in detail, and all participants are required to adhere to them. No meeting can 

begin until the rules have been made clear, even if all the participants are regulars. The 

most important rule is that anything that is said during the meeting must stay amongst the 

participants. Talking about gambling tricks and techniques is disallowed. Topics such as 

gambling advertisement and gambling politics are heavily discouraged, but not strictly 

forbidden. It is also important for all participants to respect each other’s differences.  
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You can’t come affected by alcohol or drugs. When we’re there we’re gambling free, 

the phone is on silent or turned off, even those smartwatches. Nothing should be able 

to disturb the meeting unless you have on-call duty [7]. 

Once everyone that wishes to have introduced themselves, and the rules and code of 

conduct has been explained, the meeting officially begins. If the number of participants is 

considered to be too high for a sole group it is split up into smaller groups, with each group 

containing a single leader. 

Say 20 gambling addicts come to us. We split them into roughly three groups, with a 

volunteer each [2]. 

An important aspect when splitting into smaller groups is the management of problem 

gamblers and their relatives. Some leaders emphasise the importance of mixing problem 

gamblers and relatives in the same smaller groups, as long as a specific problem gambler 

and their personal relative does not share the same group. The smaller associations must do 

the mix approach due to having fewer members. Meanwhile, the larger associations have 

the option to split problem gamblers and their relatives into different groups, or to mix 

them. While some leaders emphasise the presumed strengths of the mixed approach, by 

learning how the different sides view the problem gambling issue, not everyone is 

convinced over which approach is better. This is a disputed topic of the meeting 

proceedings. 

If you go out to the smaller support groups around Sweden you see they’ve very 

mixed groups, specifically because they don’t have enough for a separate gambler 

and relative group. It creates a different dynamic […] Should we test this, to have 

mixed groups some days, and separate groups other days [2]? 

With the introduction concluded, and the group split done if necessary, the meeting 

commences. The participants converse over whatever they may which to speak of, as they 

are the ones to direct the talking points of the meeting. As such, the leaders take a step 

back to allow the participants to effectively lead the talking points of the meeting. Since 

the meetings are meant to support the participants, the leaders find this to be the preferred 

approach to achieve this. 

Optimally we want a self-help meeting to be self-driving, where us volunteers have 

as little work as possible [2]. 

However, to ensure that a theme is always present to be talked about, if nothing comes to 

mind from the participants then the leaders have to come up with a way to get the 

conversation going. Usually they will mention something that is of contextual relevance, 

such as an upcoming holiday or payday. After this is done, the conversational topic may go 

elsewhere as dictated by the participants, as just probing the participants a little bit is 

enough to get the conversation going. Reoccurring themes in the meetings are family 

relationships, relapses, personal well-being, and upcoming events, like an aforementioned 

holiday. 

Often I tend to start by asking how everyone’s doing, and how the week’s been since 

the last meeting. From there it usually goes over to some other topic that was 

different from what I originally imagined [7]. 
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If more disturbing topics, such as suicide, is brought up, then there exists a guideline with 

phone numbers to call in case of emergency. Even so, the leaders reported different 

approaches to managing such situations. Some of the leaders expressed a desire to invite 

the person to talk about it in the group. 

I would of course comply if they want to talk about it privately. Ask “is it okey if we 

talk about it in this group, or do you want to take it in private?” [1]. 

Others were keener on talking about it in private during a break, after the meeting, or call 

emergency immediately if seen as a necessity. Therefore, even though a guideline exists 

for such situations, it may not always be used, nor is there any certainty with how such a 

situation is handled in practice, as the meetings are not meant to manage that kind of 

situation. 

If I perceive that the person is currently suicidal then I take that person aside and 

say “what’s up?”, and if I’m very worried, then it’s emergency psychiatry [3]. 

The leaders believe that those who partake in the meetings gain positive benefits. Problem 

gambling is seen as something you have to work with for the rest of your life, and the 

meetings serve a crucial purpose as they, in contrast to professional treatment, never end. If 

a participant relapses they are welcomed back, without having to restart like some therapy-

based treatments. 

Treatments are often time-restricted, and that is also our strength, that you can go 

here for as long as you want, your whole life if you want to [6]. 

Benefits are also present for the relatives. The leaders state that the relatives learn how to 

better manage their life as a relative, while also gaining understanding of what the problem 

gambler life is like. 

“Relatives also get knowledge and the possibility to handle what happens in the daily 

life in the shadow of the gambling addiction [3]”. 

All the participants learn to see that they are not the only ones who have problem gambling 

issues, and being able to interact with others that have similar problems helps them on their 

goal towards being free from problem gambling issues, and staying that way. The social 

component of the meetings is stated to be a crucial part in this. 

“The social part is very important, there’s many who have become friends here [4]”. 

When speaking specifically about professional treatment, the leaders state some 

participants have undergone professional treatment prior to coming to the meetings. The 

leaders also emphasise that they advise the participants to seek professional help. 

“Some have gone multiple [professional] treatments, some haven’t, and we 

recommend that they seek one [4]”. 

The meetings are meant to function as a complement to professional help, such as CBT. 

Therefore, it is implied that the leaders view the meetings themselves as insufficient in 

acting as a form of problem gambling treatment. 
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You need aftercare in different ways for different individuals, and this is where we 

can be an important puzzle piece in making the gambling freedom work [3]. 

Furthermore, while partaking in the conversation is the core purpose of the meeting, a 

participant is not forced to talk, and may spend the entire meeting quiet if they so wish. 

However, this rarely happens, as the quiet participants tend to open up once they realise 

that the other participants’ stories are similar to their own. 

No need to talk, just sit and listen if you want to, but 9/10 times they tend to open up 

and talk a lot because there’s a lot they recognise [7]. 

Some of the group meetings have a break in the middle, while others do not. When the 

meeting is about to end the participants first regather, if necessary, and then briefly go 

through what has been discussed during the meeting. Details are kept at minimum to 

ensure the confidentiality amongst the participants, unless that specific participant wishes 

to bring it up. A meeting lasts for upwards two hours, but sometimes continues after a 

group meeting has ended if there are people still wanting to talk, and if a leader is able to. 

We go until 7:45pm, then we regather and make sure that everyone feels good, and 

then we close the meeting [5]. 

4.2 The Leadership Role 
The category The Leadership Role consists of three sub-categories which illuminates 

aspects of the leaders’ role in self-help group meetings. The first sub-category portrays the 

Leader Background that the leaders have that is associated with the meetings. Their Leader 

Behaviour is the second sub-category, which shows how their role as a leader is shown in 

the meetings. Finally, Leader Benefits highlights the leaders’ personal benefits for 

partaking in the meetings. 

 

4.2.1 Leader Background 

The leaders state that they are all either former problem gamblers or a relative of problem 

gamblers. ‘Former’ is a key term here, as even though some have not gambled for many 

years, they still considers themselves to be problem gamblers by virtue of the impact it has 

had on their life. Having a problem gambling background is a requirement to be a leader. 

Much of this business is based on personal experience, and we’re the ones who 

check who might be suitable to become a volunteer [4]. 

Due to other background-related factors of the leaders, internal education is provided by 

the major organisations to help the leaders lead the meetings. The central skill to learn is 

conversational techniques, alongside learning how to lead a group. There are also topics 

that relate to problem gambling, such as debt relief, which is also taught, as those subjects 

may come about during the meetings. 

How we sit in groups, how we’re perceived, do we want to be the teacher or be a 

part of the group, body language, how do we ask questions [3]. 

The gist of leading the meetings is that the leaders are meant to rely on their personal 

experiences from their problem gambling background. They emphasise the fact that the 

meetings are for self-help, and that they are not professionally educated. 
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“We aren’t trained therapists [4]” 

However, some of the leaders state that they have undergone a specialised education. This 

is an education that those specific leaders acquired after they became a leader for the 

meetings. 

“I’ve gone an addiction therapy education [3]”. 

These seemingly contradicting statements is indicative of a more complex relationship 

towards specialised education than the leaders are stating, especially when the belief is that 

the meetings are meant to function as a complement to professional help. The leaders are 

seemingly aware of this dilemma. 

There are some split messages if one should get educated. Then we’re suddenly 

psychologists or therapists, and it’s more supposed to be help to self-help. You 

should help with the experience we’ve [5]. 

4.2.2 Leader Behaviour 

The leaders explain that they mostly behave like one of the participants. They imply that 

there is usually ‘little work’ for them to do during the meetings. Since the participants are 

placed in the centre of the meeting, guidance is only needed should the meeting lose track 

of its primary purpose. This enables the leaders to place focus on the participants’ stories, 

allowing the participants to gain greater understanding for their situation, and lead them on 

a path towards a gambling-free life. 

I try to “go with the flow” as you say, feel how it is and go for it [5]. 

Newcomers are treated with extra care to make sure that they feel welcome. They are 

introduced more formally to the meeting proceedings to learn how the meeting works. 

Even so, the leaders sometimes prefer to let other participants teach the newer participants 

the ways of the meeting. 

Imagine someone at their first or second meeting, or someone a little bit further in, 

and then a question comes up, I may feel that it’s better that someone else takes that 

ball. I should not sit there like an oracle and have the answer to everything [4]. 

An important task is to make sure that the meeting proceeds smoothly. Ensuring that the 

code of conduct is followed, and that participants are behaving respectfully, is the job of 

the leader. Seldom is action needed to be taken, since the participants behave 

appropriately. The leaders attempt to make the environment as inclusive and pleasant as 

possible for all participants. 

If I tell them that I’ve done something completely idiotic, and can have a little 

distance to it, then it can make many of the others recognise themselves, and maybe 

even laugh a little [1]. 

4.2.3 Leader Benefits 

While the meetings are stated to bring about many benefits for its participants, the leaders 

explain that it benefits them as well. A key reason for why the leaders partake is for their 

own sake, as they have a problem gambling past. Participating in the meeting acts as a 
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continued way for them to help their own situation, despite some of them not having 

gambled for many years. 

First and foremost I sit down at the meetings for my own sake, that’s the most 

important thing. I’m there for the same reason as everyone else [6]. 

Being able to help others is also cited as a beneficial matter. As a result of the leaders own 

problem gambling background, being able to help others allows them to give something 

back in return for their own help, alongside reminding them of how important the meetings 

were for them. The leaders also believe that this helps them stay problem gambling free. 

I also noticed how good I feel by meeting other problem gamblers, how much it helps 

with the shame and returning to the daily life [1]. 

5. Result Discussion 
The results have shown the Organising of self-help group meetings for problem gamblers 

from different aspects, showcasing that self-help meetings can function as a supportive 

environment for adults with problem gambling. These aspects relate both to how The 

Group Meeting is organised, and how the leaders act in The Leadership Role. 

 

According to the results stated in The Proceedings, the leaders describe the meetings as 

meant to be led by someone with shared experience similar to that of the problem 

gamblers, which aligns with how peer support groups are meant to function (Mead, Hilton, 

& Curtis, 2001). Therefore, the decision for some leaders to undergo specialised 

therapeutic education, highlighted in Leader Background, is puzzling. Perhaps it is for 

matters residing outside of the group meetings. However since the meetings are meant to 

also encourage the participants to seek outside professional help for their problem 

gambling, an assumption can be made that help can be sought from the educated leaders. 

A core idea of self-help groups is to reduce the dependency on professional help, which 

tends to see a treatable disease, and instead look at other contributing factors so that 

participants do not see themselves pathologised (Mead, Hilton, & Curtis, 2001). However, 

this is a complex topic. Binde (2011b) states that although participants gain benefits via a 

joined understanding amongst the participants, the participants come to view problem 

gambling as a psychic illness, with the participants viewing it positively since an illness 

can be treated. The same joined understanding benefit was also shown in this study, 

leading to questions over whether the meetings are inherently self-help meetings. 

However, the tales told in the participants’ life stories speak to topics beyond the 

pathology, and towards seeing the person beyond the problem gambling. This displays a 

person-centred approach, with the participants being the experts of their of their own 

problem (McCance et al., 2011). Believing that they are the ones with the most knowledge 

of the problem gambling subject, they collectively can find ways to help each other with 

the problems they face in daily life. 

 

The person-centred approach (McCance et al., 2011) can also be seen in the power 

dynamic of the meetings. As importantly uncovered in The Proceedings, the leaders let the 

participants take charge and control the content of the conversation, with those being quiet 

being able to stay quiet. In addition, the study shows that all leaders follow this principle. 

This is in contrast to Binde’s (2011b) study, where the leaders embolden quiet people to 

talk more, and that some leaders are active while others are passive. This can be indicative 
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of a change in power in the meetings, as the leaders are being less active in favour of the 

participants. Not only does this speak of a person-centred approach, but this approach also 

enhances participant empowerment by focusing on their personal preferences (Mead, 

Hilton, & Curtis, 2001). This new power dynamic acts as a form of group empowerment, 

as the meeting participants work together towards their common goal (Cohen, 1992), and 

strengthens the actions amongst the community members (World Health Organisation, 

1986). 

 

However, the reason some of the leaders acquired a therapeutic education remains 

puzzling, and Leader background also highlights the internal dilemma within the 

organisations themselves. Not all leaders are certain this is the right way to proceed. The 

aspect of therapeutic education is a complex matter, both theoretically when assessing the 

purpose of self-help meetings (Mead, Hilton, & Curtis, 2001), and internally for the 

organisations and local associations. Compared to Binde (2011b), the leader background 

has changed the past decade. However, the impact of professional education amongst some 

leaders may not imply that the core aspects of the meetings are being neglected. The 

central features remain problem gambling, the participants, and their life surrounding it. 

Ultimately, the meeting serve its purpose in providing a space for participants to reflect, 

learn, and begin a path towards a life free from problem gambling, while also helping to 

maintain the freedom for those who are on the path, both for participants and leaders 

(Mead, Hilton, & Curtis, 2001).  

 

The meetings’ purpose can be seen by utilising the transtheoretical model (Prochaska & 

Velicer, 1997). According to this model, the participants are positioned in various stages. 

For the newcomers, the meetings help them by taking the preparation to commit to the 

transition, while others have taken action, and some are in maintenance mode. The 

transtheoretical model sees relapse as a form of regression, which starts the stages of 

change all anew. While the newcomers are set to take action, the regulars are using the 

meetings to help them continue their stage of maintenance. Furthermore, with the results 

regarding Leader Benefits in mind, this maintenance includes the leaders as well. The 

leaders enjoy the health gains from the meetings, as they serve as a reminder of what the 

leaders’ lives used to be, thereby strengthening the leaders’ motivation to avoid falling 

back into old habits. Furthermore, some participants may be first timers, having never 

attempted to quit gambling before, while others may not have gambled for a year, but still 

sees benefits from the meetings as it helps them prepare for the struggles they have 

(Prochaska & Velicer, 1997). The implied social benefits and camaraderie the leaders 

stated are important factors here for both the leaders and the participants. 

 

Regarding the participants, the sub-category The Proceedings highlight that the meetings 

become the only place where the participants can truly be themselves, and therefore not be 

affected by problem gambling stigmatisation. This acts in the same vein as the 

strengthened community actions outlined in the Ottawa Charter (World Health 

Organisation, 1986), as the meetings are a place where the participants are actively 

partaking in their own health. Problem gamblers can take control of, and own, their 

problem gambling behaviour. The problem gambler’s lifestyle is often connected to other 

risky habits, such as alcohol consumption and poor mental health (Swelogs, 2019). For 

example, participation in self-help meetings can provide indirect support for alcohol 

consumption, while the aforementioned camaraderie alleviates low mental health. 
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Destigmatisation can transfer to socialisation outside of the meetings as well. Since the 

participants come to see others with similar problems, it can lead them to be more open 

with their family and friends. This can lead to the problem gamblers living a happier and 

healthier life. Development of personal skills is a necessity for living a healthy life (World 

Health Organisation, 1986), and the participants can then use the personal skills obtained 

from the meetings to facilitate their new life (Mead, Hilton, & Curtis, 2001). Furthermore, 

since personal skills can transfer into new behaviours, this aligns with the Public Health 

Agency of Sweden’s target area for health behaviour (Folkhälsomyndigheten, 2020), 

which is aimed towards reducing the harmful effects of problem gambling. As a result, the 

self-help meetings can serve a crucial role in Sweden’s national health policy. 

 

It is therefore important that when speaking of problem gambling, and associated 

behaviours, that the increased suicide mortality rate is acknowledged (Karlsson & 

Håkansson, 2018). As portrayed in The Proceedings, the leaders described different 

approaches to managing situations where participants exhibit suicidal characteristics. 

There is a need to ensure that all leaders follow the same guidelines for such situations. 

Importantly, it is preferred for the discussion of disturbing topics, such as suicide, to take 

place, as sharing responsibility in relationships is a key component of self-help groups, and 

to ensure that group empowerment is taking place (Cohen, 1992; Mead, Hilton, & Curtis, 

2001). While each situation is unique, it is vital to understand that if the meetings are 

intended to be a place where the participants can be open about their problem gambling 

struggles, then that must include suicide as a topic of discussion. This does not mean that 

the topic should always be present, but if it comes about then it is a conversation to have, 

and not one to avoid as there is a need to have the conversation (McCance et al., 2011). A 

notable reason why problem gamblers do not seek help is due to stigmatisation (Matheson 

et al., 2019), and maintaining a suicide stigmatisation in the self-help meeting could be 

counterproductive. However, should the participant be in suicidal danger, then external 

help is necessary, and should be utilised. 

 

Finally, the result from The Participants and The Proceedings showed that the meetings 

restrict participants to be at least 18 years old. Not all problem gamblers can partake in the 

meetings, specifically those 16-17 year olds highlighted in Swelogs (2022) that are 

problem gambling relatives, or other underaged gamblers. Furthermore, there is a known 

link between adolescents and video game lootboxes, which ties into problem gambling 

(Zendle, Meyer, & Over, 2019). This represents a hole for the scope of which the meetings 

can help people with problem gambling, by virtue of children being excluded to partake. 

However, Binde’s (2011a) study on meetings for problem gamblers aged 17-25 recalls 

“few were young; in fact, several adolescents who had started attending did not feel 

comfortable and quit” (Binde, 2011a, p. 526). While this study has shown that self-help 

meetings can function as support for adult problem gamblers, further studies regarding 

children and adolescents are necessary given the current state of problem gambling 

(Swelogs, 2022) in the Swedish population. 

 

6. Methodological Discussion 
It is relevant to remark on the study’s pragmatic approach. The purpose of the pragmatic 

approach was to uncover potential practical improvements in managing problem gambling. 

This has been achieved in relation to the subjects surrounding disturbing topics, such as 

suicide. Therefore, as potential exists for this study to be utilised in the continued 

development of self-help meetings for problem gambling, this goal has been achieved. 
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Assessment of the study’s trustworthiness is conducted based on Lincoln and Guba’s 

(1985) proposition in qualitative inquiry. Regarding the study’s credibility, the truthfulness 

of the study from the participant’s perspective (Elo et al., 2014), the participants were 

accurately identified as leaders for non-online self-help group meetings for problem 

gamblers, and described with the terminology used by the organisations. Using interviews, 

the participants were able to portray their reality from their perspective. The accuracy is 

enhanced due to none of the participants requesting any changes to the transcript. 

 

The dependability, if a replicated study would produce similar results (Elo et al., 2014), is 

difficult to assess due to the time which the data was obtained. Data collection was 

restricted to a shorter than desired time frame, with the winter holidays amplifying the 

issue. Furthermore, as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, some associations were 

inactive. Conducting the study at a later time may have allowed more associations to have 

reopened, and therefore enable more potential study participants. With associations still 

recovering from the drop of participants caused by the COVID-19 pandemic, conducting 

the study at a later time could have presented different conditions for the state of the 

meetings. Planning around the COVID-19 pandemic was not a possibility. Therefore, 

considering the given circumstance, the best was done with the presented situation. 

 

Regarding the confirmability, if the result is based on the participants and not the author’s 

bias (Elo et al., 2014), the analysis was conducted with the assistance of a supervisor, via 

discussion of categories and sub-categories for the meaning units; the analysis itself was 

conducted by the author. The results have mostly aligned with the author’s assumptions, 

with a notable exception being the topic of professionalised education. However, the 

supervisor has helped alleviate potential bias, but the work was conducted by the author of 

the study, who has a genuine interest in the subject. Therefore, a bias may be present based 

on personal interests. However, since several participants requested a transcribed copy of 

their interview, and requested no changes, a bias related to confirmability is unlikely. 

 

The transferability, determining the application of the results in different context from 

where the study was conducted (Elo et al., 2014), features a dilemma related to the extent 

of which the study has studied its aim. Four of 32 local associations in Sweden were 

represented in the study, which means that the question to ask is whether or not these four 

are representative for all 32 local associations. While the study’s methods are easily 

utilised in other contexts, these factors makes it difficult to know if the results would be 

comparable if similar studies were to be conducted in different contexts. It is also difficult 

to assess the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on the context of which the study was 

conducted. However, the similarities of the results speak to the situation likely being 

similar at other local associations. Furthermore, since both fulltime employees and 

volunteers partook, giving similar answers, the transferability is strengthened further. 

 

As for the authenticity, “the extent to which researchers, fairly and faithfully, show a range 

of realities” (Elo et al., 2014, p. 2), of the study is subject to how realistic the leaders’ 

portrayal of the meetings are. The suitability of the leaders to be able to state the content of 

the meetings is well established. Therefore, it comes down to how this portrayal is stated in 

the results. The content analysis, and result presentation, was developed continuously with 

the help of supervisorship to arrive at its final state, which in a sense helps alleviate 

concerns of inexperience from the author’s side (Elo et al., 2014). This has also allowed 

for continuous self-reflection to develop the data, strengthening the study’s authenticity. 
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Finally, some thoughts on the study’s ethical considerations is worth musing over. All 

outlined ethical principles were followed throughout the entire study. The participation 

was voluntary, with much time being given to the participants to return with consent, 

alongside planning a time that worked for each and every one of them. Importantly, the 

participants’ identities remain confidential, which is crucial in sensitive subject matters 

such as problem gambling. Furthermore, no perceived harm was brought upon any of the 

participants during the interviews. The question posed by one participant prior to the study, 

if interview questions could be provided before the interview, is something that should 

have been considered prior to contacting the organisations, but ultimately this is a minor 

detail that is unlikely to have had an impact on the results or study participation. As a 

result, this study featured no notable ethical dilemmas. 

 

7. Conclusion 
This thesis has explored organisers’ descriptions and experiences of the arrangement, and 

work process with, non-online self-help group meetings for problem gamblers. The results 

portrayed the Organising of self-help group meetings for problem gamblers, providing new 

insight regarding The Group Meeting itself, and The Leadership Role which the leaders of 

the meetings have. This lead to a result that highlighted a conundrum in managing the 

meetings, while maintaining separation from professional treatment, and conducted in a 

way that steers from the core foundation of self-help meetings. As a result, the meetings 

maintain the spirit of what it wishes to uphold. The meeting creates a place where people 

negatively affected by problem gambling can gather, discuss their life, and help each other 

towards a better life, assuming you are at least 18 years old. 

 

By presenting the first study of self-help meetings for problem gamblers in Sweden in a 

decade a new basis has been created both for the meeting organisers to utilise, and for 

future problem gambling studies. The studies needed are many, including, for instance, 

towards organisers, problem gamblers, relatives, for how they see the efficacy of the group 

meetings. Observational studies of the meetings in action is also necessary to see how 

physical meetings compare to ones conducted online. Furthermore, it is also important to 

know where adolescents and children fit into problem gambling treatment. Regardless, one 

thing is certain: these self-help groups are not going anywhere. They are here to stay, and 

will likely do so for as long as problem gambling remains a challenge within Sweden’s 

geographical borders. 
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Appendix 1 – Letter of Introduction 

Kamratstöd för spelberoende – en kvalitativ intervjustudie med stödgruppsorganisatörer 

Vi vill fråga dig om du vill delta i en studie. I det här dokumentet får du information om 

studien och om vad det innebär att delta.  

Vad är det för studie och varför vill ni att jag ska 
delta? 
Spel och spelberoende påverkar många människors hälsa negativt, och spelberoende är ett 

ständigt återkommande debattämne i Sverige idag. Personer med spelberoende behöver 

hjälp med de problem som de har, och ett sådant sätt är via fysiska möten i stödgrupper för 

personer med spelberoende. Syftet med studien är att undersöka organisatörers 
beskrivningar av, och arbetsprocess med, stödgrupper för spelberoende. 

Du tillfrågas om att delta i studien eftersom du organiserar stödgruppsmöten för personer 

med spelberoende. Kontaktinformation till organisation som ni tillhör, som givit 

godkännande, fanns på Spelinspektionens sida för spelproblem där exempel på 

stödkontakter för att förändra spelvanor angavs. 

Studien genomförs som ett uppsatsarbete i Mastersprogrammet för integrerad 

hälsovetenskap vid Högskolan Kristianstad. 

Hur går studien till? 
Individuella intervjuer kommer att användas som metod för datainsamlingen. För dig krävs 

det tillgång till Internet och du kommer att få en länk till mötesprogrammet Zoom, eller 

annat liknande program om du skulle föredra det, för att kunna delta i en intervju på 

distans. Intervjun beräknas ta cirka en timme, och intervjun kommer efter ditt 

godkännande och samtycke att ljudinspelas. Samtycke kommer att inhämtas innan intervju 

i form av mejl, samt att klargöras en extra gång innan intervjun påbörjas. Ungefär tolv 

personer kommer att intervjuas individuellt. 

Möjliga följder och risker med att delta i studien 
Nyttan med deltagande i studien är att det ger dig möjlighet att reflektera över ditt arbete 

och den verksamhet som organisationen du arbetar inom bedriver. Det publicerade arbetet 

kommer att belysa hur olika organisationers arbete kring och med stödgrupper för 

spelberoende bedrivs, samt möjliga förslag för förbättringar eller liknande. 

Intervjufrågorna anses inte vara av känslig karaktär, så därför anses det inte finnas någon 

direkt risk för deltagande i studien.  

Du har möjlighet att avbryta ditt deltagande i studien när som helst. 
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Vad händer med mina uppgifter?  
Studien kommer att samla in och registrera information om dig. Ditt namn och mejladress 

som använts kommer att samlas in, och hanteras konfidentiellt av studenten. Ingen person 

utöver studenten kommer att få tillgång till dina kontaktuppgifter. Alla uppgifter bevaras 

på en extern hårddisk tillhörande studenten, och kommer att tas bort efter studiens avslut. 

Hanteringen av dina uppgifter genomförs utifrån EU:s dataskyddsförordning, GDPR. Din 

berättelse under intervjun kommer att behandlas så att inte obehöriga kan ta del av den. 

Ansvarig för dina personuppgifter är Högskolan Kristianstad. Enligt EU:s 

dataskyddsförordning har du rätt att kostnadsfritt få ta del av de uppgifter om dig som 

hanteras i studien, och vid behov få eventuella fel rättade. Du kan också begära att 

uppgifter om dig raderas, samt att behandlingen av dina personuppgifter begränsas. Om du 

vill ta del av uppgifterna ska du kontakta Marcus Stanojevic med [redacted] eller via 

telefonnummer [redacted]. 

Dataskyddsombud nås på dataskyddsombud@hkr.se. Om du är missnöjd med hur dina 

personuppgifter behandlas har du rätt att lämna in klagomål till 

Integritetsskyddsmyndigheten, som är tillsynsmyndighet. 

Hur får jag information om resultatet av studien? 
När studien är klar kommer den att publiceras på Internet, och finnas tillgänglig för 

allmänheten. Om du vill så kan en kopia av arbetet skickas via mejl till dig när studien har 

avslutats. 

Försäkring 
Högskolan Kristianstads försäkringsskydd gäller för denna studie. 

Deltagandet är frivilligt  
Ditt deltagande är frivilligt och du kan när som helst välja att avbryta deltagandet. Om du 

väljer att inte delta eller vill avbryta ditt deltagande behöver du inte uppge varför. 

Om du vill avbryta ditt deltagande kontaktas någon av de ansvariga för studien (se nedan). 

Ansvariga för studien  
Student: 

Marcus Stanojevic 

[redacted] 

[redacted] 

 

Handledare: 

Petra Nilsson Lindström 

Dr. Medicinsk vetenskap, folkhälsovetenskap 

Högskolan Kristianstad 

petra.nilsson@hkr.se 

mailto:petra.nilsson@hkr.se
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Samtycke till att delta i studien 
Jag har fått skriftlig information om studien och har haft möjlighet att ställa frågor. Jag får 

behålla den skriftliga informationen. 

 Jag samtycker till att delta i studien Kamratstöd för spelberoende - en kvalitativ 

intervjustudie med stödgruppsorganisatörer 

 Jag samtycker till att uppgifter om mig behandlas på det sätt som beskrivs i information 

till studiedeltagare. 

 

Plats och datum Underskrift 

 

 

 

 Namnförtydligande 
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Fakulteten för hälsovetenskap, Högskolan Kristianstad, 291 88 Kristianstad 

Telefon: 044-2503100, E-post: student@hkr.se 

 

  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Till verksamhetschef/motsvarande …………….. 
 
 
Förfrågan om tillstånd att genomföra studien Kamratstöd för spelberoende – en kvalitativ intervjustudie 
med stödgruppsorganisatörer i den organisation/verksamhet som du är chef eller motsvarande för. 
 
Spel och spelberoende är ett ständigt återkommande ämne i Sverige idag, med nya lagar som stiftas och en 
återkommande samhällelig debatt. Personer med spelberoende behöver hjälp med de problemen som de 
har, och ett sådant sätt är via möten för stödgrupper för spelberoende. Syftet med studien är att undersöka 
organisatörers beskrivningar av, och arbetsprocess med, stödgrupper för spelberoende. 
 
Undersökningen genomförs via individuella intervjuer med personer som organiserar stödgrupper för 
personer med spelberoende. Ungefär tolv personer kommer att intervjuas inom olika 
organisationer/verksamheter i Sverige. Urval av intervjupersoner baseras på de organisationer som finns på 
spelinspektionens hemsida för spelproblem. Ljud, men inte video, från intervjuerna kommer att spelas in, 
vilket kommer att transkriberas och användas i en kvalitativ analys. Inga namn eller annan personlig 
information som gör det möjligt för dig att kunna identifieras av utomstående kommer att dokumenteras. 
 
Alla deltagare i studien informeras genom ett informationsbrev som skicka via mejl i förväg, och samtycke 
för att delta i studien inhämtas innan intervjun genomförs. Allt inspelat material kommer att förvaras på en 
extern hårddisk tillhörande studenten, vilken ingen utomstående har tillgång till. Materialet kommer 
endast att redovisas i föreliggande studie. Resultatet av studien kommer att presenteras i en vetenskaplig 
artikel på engelska. 
 
En ansökan för att genomföra studien har skickats och godkänts av Högskolan Kristianstads 
Hälsovetenskapliga etikråd för rådgivande yttrande. 
 
Studien ingår som ett examensarbete i Mastersprogrammet för integrerad hälsovetenskap.  
 

Appendix 2 – Letter of Consent 
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Fakulteten för hälsovetenskap, Högskolan Kristianstad, 291 88 Kristianstad 

Telefon: 044-2503100, E-post: student@hkr.se 

 

Om du har några frågor eller vill veta mer, kontakta gärna mig eller min handledare.  
 
 
Med vänlig hälsning 
 
 
Marcus Stanojevic 
Studerande på Mastersprogrammet för 
integrerad hälsovetenskap 

e-post: [redacted] 

tfn: [redacted] 
 

 Handledare 
Petra Nilsson Lindström 
Dr. Medicinsk vetenskap, folkhälsovetenskap 
Fakulteten för hälsovetenskap 
e-post: petra.nilsson@hkr.se 
Tfn: 044-250 39 61 

   
Bilagor 
1. Medgivandeblankett 
2. Projektplan överlämnas vid förfrågan 
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Fakulteten för hälsovetenskap, Högskolan Kristianstad, 291 88 Kristianstad 

Telefon: 044-2503100, E-post: student@hkr.se 

 

 
Blankett för medgivande av verksamhetschef eller motsvarande 
 
 
Kamratstöd för spelberoende – en kvalitativ intervjustudie med stödgruppsorganisatörer 
 
 
Er anhållan 
 
 

  Medgives 
 
 
_____________________             _____________________              
Ort                                                  Datum 
 
 
 
 
 
_________________________________________________ 
Underskrift 
 
 
 
_________________________________________________ 
Namnförtydligande och titel 
 
 
 
_________________________________________________ 
Verksamhetsområde 
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Appendix 3 – Interview Guide 
Syftet med studien är att undersöka organisatörers beskrivningar av, och arbetsprocess 

med, stödgrupper för spelberoende. 

 

Öppningsfrågor: 

Bakgrundsfrågor om intervjudeltagaren 

Kan du berätta för mig om organisationen du arbetar inom? 

Hur bedrivs verksamheten? 

Hur mycket arbetar du här? Har du något annat arbete? 

Hur länge har du arbetat inom verksamheten? Med spelberoende allmänt? 

Har du fått någon utbildning i att vara gruppledare? Vilken? 

Kan du berätta för mig vad som fick dig att vilja arbeta med spelberoende? 

 

Specifika frågor: 

Hur definierar du spelberoende? 

Vilka är personerna som söker er hjälp? 

Förekommer det att personerna som söker er hjälp har sökt annan hjälp tidigare, 

exempelvis individbaserat stöd som KBT, ACT eller liknande? 

Kombinerar personerna individbaserad hjälp med gruppstöd? 

Vilka krav ställer ni på de som deltar i mötena? 

 

Hur planerar du inför mötena? 

Skulle du kunna beskriva för mig hur ett möte går till, från början till slut? 

Finns det någon specifik arbetsmodell eller upplägg som ni följer för mötena? 

Skulle du kunna berätta om den? Varför är det just den? 

Är det förutbestämda teman som tas upp vid varje möte, eller är det deltagarna som styr? 

Hur ofta sker mötena? 

Är mötena alltid fysiska? 

Vad ser du för skillnad, för-/nackdelar med möten online och inte online? 

Är det samma deltagare och grupper som träffas vid varje möte? 

Hur bemöter du nya deltagare som anländer till mötena? 

Finns det gruppregler som deltagarna måste följa? 

 

Hur ser din roll ut i mötena? 

Om någon skulle säga något som du ser som oroväckande, hur hanterar du det? 

Hur har COVID-19 pandemin påverkat er verksamhet. 

 

Avslutningsfrågor: 

Finns det någonting som du skulle vilja göra bättre, eller förändra gällande gruppmötena? 

Är det något som du skulle vilja berätta som jag inte frågat om? 

Är det något du skulle vilja tillägga i svaren till de frågor som jag ställt? 

Är det något du kommit på under intervjun som du vilja säga eller berätta om? 

 

 

 


